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We consider the distance matrix of trees in 3-uniform hypergraphs
(which we call 3-hypertrees). We give a formula for the inverse of a
few q-analogs of distance matrices of 3-hypertrees T . Some results
are analogs of results by Bapat et al. for graphs.We give an alternate
proof of the result that thedeterminant of thedistancematrix of a 3-
hypertree T depends only on n, the number of vertices of T . Further,
we give a Pfafﬁan identity for a principal submatrix of some (skew-
symmetrized) distance matrices of 3-hypertrees when we ﬁx an
ordering of the vertices and assign signs appropriately. A result of
Graham, Hoffman and Hosoya relates the determinant of the dis-
tance matrix of a graph and the determinants of its 2-connected
blocks. When the graph has as blocks a ﬁxed connected graph H
which satisfy some conditions, we give a formula for the inverse of
its distance matrix. This result generalises a result of Graham and
Lovasz. When each block of G is a ﬁxed graph G, we also give some
corollaries about the sumof the entries of the inverse of thedistance
matrix of G and some of its analogs.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Graham and Pollak [5] proved a very elegant theorem on the determinant of the distance matrix of
a tree on n vertices. They showed that the determinant is (−1)n−1(n − 1)2n−2. Thus the determinant
value does not depend on the tree structure and only depends on n. Graham et al. [3] later proved a
very attractive theorem about the determinant of the distance matrix of a digraph D as a function of
the determinant of the “2-connected blocks” (henceforth called blocks) of D. When each 2-connected
block is a 3-clique (or a triangle graph), this implies results for the determinant of the distancematrix of
trees in 3-uniform hypergraphs, whichwe call 3-hypertrees.We give an alternative proof of this result
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for spanning trees in 3-hypertrees. We deﬁne spanning trees in r-uniform hypergraphs as follows. Let
H = (V , E) be an r-uniform hypergraph (i.e. each e ∈ E is an r sized subset of V). Consider a bipartite
graphBH associatedwithH as follows. Thevertex set ofBH isV ∪ E. For every e ∈ E, e = {v1, v2, . . . , vr},
there are r edges {e, vi} for 1 i r in BH (see Fig. 2). H is said to be an r-hypertree if the bipartite
graph BH is a tree in the usual sense.
It is known (see for example, Hirschman and Reiner [6]) that 3-hypertrees exist iff the number of
vertices is odd. Let n = 2k + 1. Any such 3-hypertree on n vertices has k 3-hyperedges. See Fig. 2 for an
example of a 3-hypertree.We ﬁrst reprove the following result which can be shown from the Theorem
of Graham et al. [3].
Theorem 1. Let T be a spanning tree in a 3-uniform hypergraph on n = 2k + 1 vertices. Then its distance
matrix D has determinant 2k · 3k−1.
We give several proofs of this result. The proof in Section 2 is the simplest and seems redundant
due to other proofs in this work, but we present it here because the othermethods do not seem to give
Corollary 1.
We then consider two types of q-analogs of the above result. Both these analogs have been con-
sidered before for trees by Bapat et al. [1]. In the ﬁrst analog, we replace entries i in the distance
matrix by [i]q = 1 + q + · · · + qi−1 where q is an indeterminate and where [0]q = 0. This matrix
with polynomial entries is invertible and we ﬁnd its inverse explicitly (see Section 3). We also give
weighted generalisation of some of these results (see Section 5). The second analog iswhenwe replace
entry i in the distance matrix by qi (again q is an indeterminate) where q0 = 1. The inverse of such a
matrix is again given explicitly (see Section 4).
We recall the symmetric distance matrix DG of a graph G. We skew-symmetrize DG by assigning
positive signs to di,j whenever i < j and negative signs otherwise. With this ﬁxed sign pattern, it is
possible that the order of the vertices (along the rows)might change the determinant value. For a ﬁxed
orderπ of the vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} ofG, let the skew-symmetric distancematrixwith rows and
columns as in π be sDπ . We recall that for a 3-hypertree n = 2k + 1 is odd. Since the determinant of
an odd skew-symmetric matrix is zero, we omit a leaf vertex v to getMπv = sDπ − rvcv, which is sDπ
without the row and column corresponding to vertex v. Consider the (mixed) hypertree T − {v}. This
hypergraph gives a perfectmatching PM on V − {v} as follows. Since v is a leaf vertex, there is a unique
3-hyperedge e1 = {v, x1, y1}. Add {x1, y1} to PM and delete e1. The resulting hypergraph sT is a forest of
3-hypertrees,with each componentbeing a3-hypertreeminus avertex. Repeat this process tillwegetk
(disjoint) edges ei = {xi, yi}. For the 3-hypergraph shown in Fig. 1, the perfect matching obtained after
removing vertex 9 is PM = {{3, 4}, {1, 5}, {2, 6}, {7, 8}}. We note that the perfect matching obtained
by this procedure is unique. Let π be a permutation of the vertices in V − {v} such that every edge
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Fig. 1. The perfect matching on deleting vertex 9.
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Fig. 2. A 3-hypertree on 5 vertices.
of the perfect matching appears consecutively in π . Such permutations clearly exist and we call them
“nice-permutations”. We show that if π is a nice permutation, then det(Mπv ) = 1 (see Section 6).
Consider the case when all blocks of a graph G are identical, denoted H. For example, trees satisfy
this condition where each block is an edge (i.e. is K2). We impose two conditions on H − DH , the
distance matrix of H is non-singular and secondly, the row-sum of H is identical for all vertices. When
H satisﬁes these conditions, the inverse of the distance matrix of G can be explicitly found. This result
(see Section 8) generalizes a result of Graham and Lovasz [4] where the inverse of the distance matrix
of a tree is found. For such graphs G, the sum of the entries of the inverse of the distance matrix of
G is found. This sum is shown to be independent of the tree structure on the blocks of G and only
dependent on H and the number of copies of H in G. The analogous result for trees is implicit in the
work of Graham and Lovasz. For the inverses of both the q-analog as well as the exponential distance
matrix analog, the work of Bapat et al. [1] implies a similar “sum of entries” result. We observe some
such results in Section 8.
2. 3-Hypertrees
We concentrate on spanning trees of 3-uniform hypergraphs in this section. We call them 3-
hypertrees. See Fig. 2 for an example of a 3-hypertree. The tree T in this example has V = {1, 2, . . . , 5}
and E = {{1, 2, 3}, {3, 4, 5}}. Since vertices 1, 2 are leaf vertices belonging to the same 3-hyperedge,
we call them “paired half-leaves”. Similar to trees having at least two leaves, it is simple to note that
any 3-hypertree has at least two paired half-leaves. The distance di,j between vertices vi and vj in a
3-hypertree is deﬁned as the number of 3-hyperedges on the unique path from vi to vj . Similar to
graphs, we follow the convention that di,i = 0. For the 3-hypertree of Fig. 2, d1,2 = 1 as there is one
3-hyperedge (123) containing the vertices 1 and 2. Similarly, d1,4 = 2 as two hyperedges 〈123, 345〉
are traversed on the (unique) path from 1 to 4. The distance matrix of the 3-hypertree in Fig. 2 is
D =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 1 2 2
1 0 1 2 2
1 1 0 1 1
2 2 1 0 1
2 2 1 1 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Our proof of Theorem 1 is similar to Yan and Yeh’s proof [9] of Graham and Pollak’s result, where
the “Condensation method” for evaluating a determinant is used. Zeilberger [10] has given an elegant
proof of this Theoremwhich is originally due to Reverend Dodgson [2]. We recall this Theorem below.
Theorem2 (Condensation rule). Let A be a squarematrix of order n > 2. Let Ai,j be the submatrix obtained
by deleting from A the ith row and the jth column. Let A2 be the submatrix obtained by deleting the ﬁrst
and last rows and the ﬁrst and last columns. Then,
det(A) det(A2) = det(A1,1) det(An,n) − det(A1,n) det(An,1).
Proof (Of Theorem 1). We use induction on the number, n of vertices in the 3-hypertree. The base
cases, when n = 3 and n = 5, being clearly true.
Thus, we assume n 7. Any such 3-uniform hypertree has at least two pairs of half-leaves. Let v1
and v2 be a pair of half-leaves. Likewise, let vn−1 and vn also be paired half-leaves.
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Let D = (di,j) be the distance matrix. Let the ith row and the jth column of D be labelled ri and
cj , respectively. Let the matrix obtained from D by omitting rows i1, i2 and columns j1, j2 be denoted
D − ri1cj1 − ri2cj2 . Let T = det(D) and denote det(D − r1c1 − r2c2) = det(D − rncn − rn−1cn−1) = t
and det(D − r1c1 − r2c2 − rncn − rn−1cn−1) = s. By induction we know t = 2(k − 1)3k−2 and s =
2(k − 2)3k−3.
Lemma 1. With the above notation,
1. − det(D − r1c1) = T+t2 .
2. det(D − r1cn) = T−3t6 .
3. det(D − r1c1 − rncn) = 2(T+3t)9 .
4.
(
T+t
2
) (
t+s
2
)
= t
(
2(T+3t)
9
)
−
(
T−3t
6
)2
.
Proof of item 1. We note that c1 and c2 differ only in two entries (corresponding to their distance
to each other). Let D′ be the matrix obtained from D by doing the elementary column operation
c1 = c1 − c2. After this, c1 = [−1, 1, 0, . . . , 0]t (where vector vt is the transpose of v) and as det(D) =
det(D′), we get det(D) = − det(D − r1c1) − det(D − r2c1). Since r1 and r2 ofD − c1 differ only in one
entry (i.e. Dr1,c2 = 1), we get det(D − r2c1) = det(D − r1c1 − r2c2) + det(D − r1c1), fromwhich we
get
− det(D − r1c1) = det(D) + det(D − r1c1 − r2c2)
2
.
Proof of item 2. Let (half-leaf) vertices 1 and 2 be connected to the remaining tree through the vertex
x (i.e. the only 3-hyperedge containing vertices 1 and 2 is {1, 2, x}) and similarly, let the half-leaves
n − 1 and n be connected to the vertex y. Next, consider the matrix D′′ obtained by the following
columnoperations: c1 = c1 − cx − (cn − cy) and c2 = c2 − cx − (cn−1 − cy). After these operations,
c1 = [−2,−1, 0, . . . , 0, 2, 1]t and c2 = [−1,−2, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 2]t . Since det(D) = det(D′′), we get
det(D − r1cn) = det(D) − 3 ∗ det(D − r1c1 − r2c2)
6
= T − 3t
6
.
It is also simple tonote that in thematrixD − r1cn, thecolumnscorresponding tovertex1and2 (ie c1
and c2) are such that c1 − c2 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]t . Thus after performing this elementary columnoperation,
we note that det(D − r1cn) = det(D − r1cn − r2c1) and thus det(D − r1c1 − r2cn) = T−3t6 .
Proof of item 3. Apply Dodgson’s condensation rule to the matrix D to get det(D) det(D − r1c1 −
rncn) = det(D − r1c1) det(D − rncn) − det(D − r1cn) det(D − rnc1).
By induction on the dimension of the matrix, det(D − r1c1) = det(D − rncn) and this by the
ﬁrst part is −( T+t
2
). Similarly det(D − r1cn) = det(D − rnc1) = T−3t6 . Thus we get det(D − r1c1 −
rncn) = 2(T+3t)9 .
Proof of item 4. Apply Dodgson’s rule on the matrix (D − r1c1) to get det(D − r1c1) det(D − r1c1 −
r2c2 − rncn)=det(D − r1c1 − r2c2) det(D− r1c1 − rncn)−det(D− r1c1 − r2cn) det(D − rrc1 − rnc2).
Thus, T+t
2
t+s
2
= t 2(T+3t)
9
−
(
T−3t
6
)2
. This completes the proof of all parts of the Lemma. 
Using the inductive values of t and s, we get T = −t or T = 2k3k−1. The option T = −t implies
t = −s and so implies that all the determinant values are identical, but alternate in sign. This is clearly
seen to fail when k = 1, 2. 
The above proof gives us the following extra determinant value
Corollary 1. With the above notation, det(D − r1cn) = 3k−2.
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3. q-Analogs of the distance matrix
In this section, we consider the q-analog, Dq of the distance matrix D of a 3-hypertree. Thus, we
replace positive entries i in D by [i]q = 1 + q + q2 + · · · + qi−1 where q is an indeterminate.
Let Dq be the q-analog of the n × n matrix D. Let e be the n × 1 all-ones column vector and for
a vertex u, deg(u) its degree, be the number of 3-hyperedges which contain u. Let d be the column
vector of the degrees of the vertices of T . Deﬁne z = (d − e) and let U = (e − 2qz)(e − 2qz)t . For a
3-hypergraph on n vertices, the adjacency matrix A is the n × n 0/1 matrix with Ai,j = 1 iff there is a
3-hyperedge containing vertices i and j. Let D be the n × n diagonal matrix with Du,u = 2 · deg(u). Let
L = D − A be the Laplacianmatrix of the 3-hypertree. LetL = qL − (q − 1)I + 2q(q − 1)diag(z). For
example, for the 3-hypertree shown in Fig. 2, its q-analog of the distance matrix and the matrix L are
Dq =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 1 q + 1 q + 1
1 0 1 q + 1 q + 1
1 1 0 1 1
q + 1 q + 1 1 0 1
q + 1 q + 1 1 1 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ and
L =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2 −1 −1 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0
−1 −1 4 −1 −1
0 0 −1 2 −1
0 0 −1 −1 2
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Theorem 3. With the above notation,
e = 1
n − 1Dq(e − 2qz), (1)
D−1q =
1
(n − 1)(2q + 1)U −
1
2q + 1L. (2)
Proof. Weshowthe aboveby inductiononn, thenumber of vertices of T . Eqs. (1) and (2) are both trivial
for the 3-hypertree on three vertices. Thus let T be a 3-hypertree on n 5 vertices with vertices vn−1
and vn being paired half-leaves in T connected through the vertex n − 2 to the remaining 3-hypertree.
Let Dq be the q-analog of the distance matrix of T . Let e be the all-ones n × 1 column vector.
Let sT (‘s’ for smaller) be the “smaller 3-hypertree” obtained by deleting vertices vn−1 and vn, and
let sDq be the q-analog of its distance matrix. Let se be the (n − 2) × 1 all-ones column vector and let
sek be the (n − 2) × 1 column vectorwith a one in precisely the kth coordinate for some 1 k n − 2
and zero elsewhere. Let sz be the vector z for sT (ie sz = sd − se where sd is the degree sequence of
sT). Lastly, set
v = se + q(sDq)sen−2. (3)
Clearly, Dq =
[
sDq V
Vt L
]
where V = [v|v] is an (n − 2) × 2 dimensional matrix and
L =
[
0 1
1 0
]
. (4)
We ﬁrst ﬁnd (see Eq. (5)) an explicit matrix which we prove is D−1q . We then check that this matrix
can be expressed as given in Eq. (2). To do this, we express the auxiliary matrices P,Q , S by their
deﬁnitions to get Eqs. (15)–(17). We then ﬁnd the appropriate subblock matrices in Eq. (2) to get Eqs.
(18)–(20) and verify that these are identical.
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Proof of Eq. (1). By induction on n, with base case being simple. Thus, with base case being simple. we
know (n − 3) · se = sDq(se − 2q · sz) andwant to show that (n − 1) · e = Dq(e − 2q · z). It is simple
to see that zt = [szt + setn−2, 0, 0]. Thus,
Dq(e − 2q · z) =
⎡
⎣sDq v vvt 0 1
vt 1 0
⎤
⎦×
⎡
⎣se − 2q(sz + sen−2)1
1
⎤
⎦ .
We calculate each of the three products separately. Firstly, sDq(se − 2q · sz) − 2q · sDq · sen−2 +
2(se + q · sDqsen−2), which is (n − 3) · se + 2se and thus (n − 1) · se.
For the next two products (which are identical), we note that set · sz = set(sd − se)which is 3(n −
3)/2 − (n − 2) and hence set · sz = (n − 5)/2. (We have used the fact that the sum of the degrees of
a 3-uniform hypergraph G = (V , E) is 3 × |E|.) Thus set · (se − 2q · sz) = (n − 2) − 2q · (n − 5)/2.
Thus the next product is
= [set + q · setn−2 · sDq] · [se − 2q · (sz + sen−2)] + 1
= (n − 2) − q(n − 5) − 2q + q · setn−2 · sDq(se − 2q · sz) − 2q2setn−2 · sDq · sen−2 + 1
= (n − 1) − q(n − 3) + q · setn−2(n − 3) · se − 2q2 · 0 = n − 1.
This completes the proof of Eq. (1).
Proof of Eq. (2). Consider the (symmetric) matrix Dα
Dα =
[
P Q
Qt S
]
, (5)
where P is an (n − 2) × (n − 2) dimensional matrix, Q is an (n − 2) × 2 dimensional matrix and S is
a 2 × 2 matrix with values as shown below. We recall v from Eq. (3), and let N = Vt(sDq)−1V − I2×2.
It is easy to see that the matrix N is invertible and we set
M = N−1. (6)
We note that Vt(sDq)
−1VM = M + I2×2. We also note that since M,N and sD−1q are symmetric,
they are equal to their transpose. We set
P = (sDq)−1 − (sDq)−1VMVt(sDq)−1, (7)
Q = (sDq)−1VM, (8)
S = −Vt(sDq)−1VM + L, (9)
where in Eq. (9), we recall L from Eq. (4). With these values, it is simple to show that
(sDq) × P + V × Qt = I(n−2)×(n−2), (10)
(sDq) × Q + V × S = 0, (11)
Vt × P + L × Qt = 0, (12)
Vt × Q + L × S = I2×2. (13)
Thus Dα as given in Eq. (5) is the inverse of Dq. Henceforth, instead of Dα , we write D
−1
q . We now
expand the matrices P,Q , S according to its deﬁnition. Let a = vt(sDq)−1v. Thus
a = (set + qsetn−2sD)(sDq)−1(se + qsDqsen−2)
= setsD−1q se + qsetn−2se + qsetsen−2 + q2setn−2sDsen−2
= set × 1
n − 3 (se − 2q · sz) + 2q + 0 =
n − 2
n − 3 +
q(n − 1)
n − 3 .
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Hence
2a − 1 = (n − 1)(1 + 2q)
n − 3 . (14)
If we let M =
[
x y
y x
]
from Eq. (6), it is simple to note that x = −(a−1)
2a−1 and y = a2a−1 and hence
x + y = 1
2a−1 . Further, VMV
t = (x + y)VVt . We recall Eqs. (7)–(9) and see that
P = (sDq)−1 − (sDq)−1VMVt(sDq)−1
= sU
(n − 3)(1 + 2q) −
sL
1 + 2q −
2(n − 3)
(n − 1)(1 + 2q)
×
[
sU
(n − 3)2 +
q(se − 2q · sz)setn−2
n − 3 +
q · setn−2(se − 2q · sz)
n − 3 + q
2 · sen−2setn−2
]
= sU
(n − 1)(1 + 2q) −
sL
1 + 2q −
2q2(n − 3)sen−2setn−2
(n − 1)(1 + 2q)
− 2q
(n − 1)(1 + 2q)
[
(se − 2q · sz)setn−2 + setn−2(se − 2q · sz)
]
. (15)
Similarly, Q = (sDq)−1VM = (x + y)(sDq)−1[v|v] = [u|u] where
u = 1
(n − 1)(1 + 2q) [se − 2q · sz] +
n − 3
(n − 1)(1 + 2q)q · sen−2. (16)
Likewise,
S = −Vt(sDq)−1VM + L
= −a
[
1 1
1 1
] [
x y
y x
]
+
[
0 1
1 0
]
=
[
α α + 1
α + 1 α
]
, (17)
where α = − 1
2a−1 = − (n−2)+q(n−1)(n−1)(1+2q) and α + 1 = 1+q(n−1)(n−1)(1+2q) .
From Eq. (2), we consider the matrix U
(n−1)(1+2q) + L1+2q .
Since
U = (e − 2q · z) × (et − 2q · zt)
=
⎡
⎣(se − 2q · sz) − 2q · sen−21
1
⎤
⎦× [(set − 2q · szt) − 2q · setn−2|1|1]
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
sU − 2q[(se − 2q · sz)setn−2 + sen−2(set − 2q · szt)]+4q2sen−2 · setn−2 z z
zt 1 1
zt 1 1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
where zt = [(set − 2q · sz) − 2q · setn−2]. We note that diag(sen−2) = sen−2 · setn−2 and
L=qL − (q − 1) · I + 2q(q − 1)diag(z)
=q
⎡
⎢⎣sL + 2sen−2se
t
n−2 −sen−2 −sen−2−setn−2 2 −1−setn−2 −1 2
⎤
⎥⎦− (q − 1)
⎡
⎣I(n−2)×(n−2) 0n−2 0n−20tn−2 1 0
0tn−2 0 1
⎤
⎦
+2q(q − 1)
⎡
⎣diag(sz + sen−2) 0n−2 0n−20tn−2 0 0
0tn−2 0 0
⎤
⎦
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=
⎡
⎢⎣sL + 2q
2sen−2 · setn−2 −q · sen−2 −q · sen−2−q · setn−2 q + 1 q−q · setn−2 q q + 1
⎤
⎥⎦ .
The ﬁrst (n − 2) × (n − 2) block of D−1q
(
= U
(n−1)(1+2q) − L1+2q
)
is
= sU
(n − 1)(1 + 2q) −
sL
1 + 2q −
2q2(n − 3)
(n − 1)(1 + 2q)diag(sen−2)
− 2q
(n − 1)(1 + 2q) [(se − 2q · sz)se
t
n−2 + sen−2(set − 2q · szt)], (18)
which is identical to P as in Eq. (15). Similarly, the next (n − 2) × 2 dimensional block of (Dq)−1 is[b|b] where
b = q · sen−2
1 + 2q +
(es − 2q · sz) − 2q · sen−2
(n − 1)(1 + 2q) , (19)
which is identical to Q as given in Eq. (16). Likewise, the last 2 × 2 block of (Dq)−1 is⎡
⎣ 1(n−1)(1+2q) − q+11+2q 1(n−1)(1+2q) − −q1+2q
1
(n−1)(1+2q) − −q1+2q 1(n−1)(1+2q) − q+11+2q
⎤
⎦ , (20)
which is identical to S as given in Eq. (17). This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2. Setting q = 1 in the above, we see that D−1 = U
3(n−1) − L3 , where D is the distance matrix
of a 3-hypertree T , U = (e − 2z)(e − 2z)t and L is as deﬁned before the statement of Theorem 3.
Remark. Theorem3 can be generalized to trees in r-uniformhypergraphs, by changing all occurrences
of ‘2’ into ‘r − 1’ and suitably changing L. The above proof can be modiﬁed for trees in r-hypergraphs
when r > 3, but the proof gets rather cumbersome. Aswewill see in Section 7, these distancematrices
are obtained when a graph G has as its blocks r-cliques. It would be nice to get a uniform proof of a
generalization of Theorem 3 for all r.
4. Exponential distance matrices
For a 3-hypertree T , with distances between vertices i and j given by di,j , deﬁne the exponential
distance matrix EDT = (ei,j) as ei,j = 1 iff i = j and ei,j = qdi,j where q is an indeterminate. We abuse
notation and refer to thematrix asED instead ofEDT when the 3-hypertree T is clear from the context.
We recall that A is the 0/1 adjacency matrix of T with Ai,j = 1 iff i /= j and there is a 3-hyperedge
containing i, j. We recall that deg(u) for a vertex u, is the number of 3-hyperedges that u is in and let D
be the diagonal matrix with dv,v = deg(v). We note that we are changing the deﬁnition of the matrix
D (compared to the deﬁnition in Section 3) in this section.
Theorem 4. For any 3-hypertree T and q /= 1,− 1
2
, the matrix ED is invertible and
ED−1 = I − q−2q2 + q + 1A +
2q2
−2q2 + q + 1D. (21)
Proof. We again induct on n and the base case when n = 3 is simple.
Let T be a 3-hypertree on n vertices where vertices vn−1 and vn are half-leaves connected by vertex
vn−2 in T . We recall that sek is the (n − 2) × 1 column vector with a 1 in the kth position and zeroes
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elsewhere. Denote sT = T − {vn−1, vn} and let sED, sA, sD be the corresponding matrices for sT . Let
V = [v|v], where
vt = (qd1,n , qd2,n , . . . , qdn−2,n). (22)
We know that sED is invertible, and thus consider the n × n matrix M =
[
P Q
Qt S
]
, where P,Q , S
are of dimensions (n − 2) × (n − 2), (n − 2) × 2 and 2 × 2, respectively, and deﬁned as
S = −
(
Vt(sED)−1V −
[
1 q
q 1
])−1
, (23)
Qt = −SVt(sED)−1, (24)
P = (sED)−1 − QVt(sED)−1. (25)
With the deﬁnition of P, Q and S as in Eqs. (25), (24) and (23), it is simple to check that M (if it
exists) is the inverse of EDT .
We now show that M exists and is as claimed in the statement of Eq. (21). We ﬁrst note that
q · sEDsen−2 = v. i.e. (sED)−1V = [u|u],whereu = q · sen−2. Thus fromEq. (23),we see that−S−1 =[
q2 − 1 q(q − 1)
q(q − 1) q2 − 1
]
, which implies that
− S =
[
x y
y x
]
, (26)
where x = −q−1−2q2+q+1 and y = q−2q2+q+1 . We also note that
x + y = −1−2q2 + q + 1 . (27)
Substituting in Q = −(sED)−1VS, we get
Q = [z|z], (28)
where z is an (n − 2) × 1 column vector with z = −q−2q2+q+1 sen−2. Substituting for the value of P, we
see that
P = (sED)−1 − 2q
2
−2q2 + q + 1 sen−2se
t
n−2. (29)
We note that A =
⎡
⎣ sA sen−2 sen−2setn−2 0 1
setn−2 1 0
⎤
⎦ and D = diag([D + sen−2, 1, 1]). With these observa-
tions andwithmatrices P,Q , S as in Eqs. (29), (28) and (26),we see that Eq. (21) is true, thus completing
the proof. 
5. Weighted distance matrices
In this section,we lookatweightedanalogs of results of Section3. Consider a3-hypertree T = (V , E)
with each 3-hyperedge e ∈ E assigned a weight we. For two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , if the path in T
from u to v is 〈e1, e2, . . . , er〉 (where u ∈ e1, v ∈ er), deﬁne the distance du,v as w1 + qw2 + q2w3 +
· · · qr−1wr . When u = v, deﬁne the distance du,v = 0. Let D = (du,v) be the matrix of such weighted
distances. D is not necessarily a symmetric matrix. As an example, consider the same 3-hypertree as
in Fig. 2 where w({1, 2, 3}) = w1 and w({3, 4, 5}) = w2. The matrix D for the 3-hypertree with these
weights is
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D =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 w1 w1 w1 + qw2 w1 + qw2
w1 0 w1 w1 + qw2 w1 + qw2
w1 w1 0 w2 w2
w2 + qw1 w2 + qw1 w1 0 w1
w2 + qw1 w2 + qw1 w1 w1 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.
Theorem 5. Let T = (V , E,w) be a 3-hypertreewith aweight functionw : E → R (we refer to the value of
this function on the 3-hyperedge e as we rather than w(e)) and q-weighted distance matrix D. Let |V | = n
where n = 2k + 1. Let W = ∑e∈E we. If q /= − 12 , then
det(D) = (2q + 1)k−1(2W)∏
e∈E
w2e .
Proof. We again proceed by induction on the number n = 2k + 1 of vertices in T . It is simple to check
the Theorem when n = 3.
Let vertices n and n − 1 be paired half-leaves connected to the remaining tree through the vertex
(n − 2). Let sT be the smaller 3-hypertree T − {n, n − 1} and let its weighted distance matrix be sD.
Let the removed 3-hyperedge have weight wk . Let Wk−1 = W − wk . We assume that q /= − 12 and∑k−1
i=1 wi /= 0. These assumptions do not cause any loss in generality as they can be removed by a
continuity argument.
We recall the vector v from Eq. (22). Clearly, if p = sD · sen−2 + wk · v and q = wke + q(sD)sen−2,
then
D =
⎡
⎣sD p pqt 0 wk
qt wk 0
⎤
⎦ . (30)
We claim that for any 3-hypertree T , (e − 2q · z)tv = etv − 2qztv = 1 + 2q. We show this by
induction on n. It is clear that the claim is true for the 3-hypertree on three vertices. As before let
vertices v1, v2 belong to a leaf block, connected in T through the vertex v3. Suppose the statement
is true for sT ′ = T − {v1, v2}, where, we assume that the vector sv represents the exponential dis-
tance from vertex vn to v3, v4, . . . , vn−2. Thus we know (se − 2q · sz)tsv = 1 + 2q. We rewrite this
as
∑n
i=3 qdi,n(1 + 2q) −
∑n
i=3 2qdegsT (i)qdi,n . Suppose d(vn, v3) = d where degsT ′(i) is the degree of
vertex i in sT ′. In the above sum, we will have two extra terms corresponding to vertices v1, v2 both of
which are a distance d + 1 from vn. Thus, we add 2qd+1(1 + 2q) and subtract 2q · qd (on account of
vertex v3) and subtract 2q(q
d+1 + qd+1) (on account of vertices v1, v2). Since this contribution from
T − sT ′ is zero, the proof is complete.
Similarly, we show that 2Wk−1et = (et − 2qzt)D. We again induct on n to show this. Clearly, (et −
2qzt) = [set|1|1] − 2q[szt|0|0] = [set − 2q · (sz + sen−2)t|1|1].
We look at
[set − 2q(sz + sen−2)t|1|1]
⎡
⎣ sD sDsen−2 + wkv sDsen−2 + wkvwkset + qsetn−2sD 0 wk
wkse
t + qsetn−2sD wk 0
⎤
⎦ .
The ﬁrst block of this product is (set − 2qszt)sD − 2qsetn−2sD + wkset + qsetn−2sD + wkset +
qsetn−2sD while the next two (identical) blocks are each (set − 2qszt)sDsen−2 − 2qsetn−2sDsen−2 +
(set − 2qszt)wkv − 2qsetn−2wkv + wk .
Hence, the product is = [2Wk−1set + 2wkset 2Wk−1 + 2wk 2Wk−1 + 2wk] completing the
proof of this statement. Next, we show that if b = pt(sD)−1p, then b = wk(1 + q) + w
2
k (1+2q)
Wk−1 . We
make use of the following theorem (see Meyer’s book [7, p. 475]).
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Theorem 6. If M =
[
A B
C D
]
, then det(M) = det(A) · det(D − CA−1B).
If we deﬁne α = qt(sD)−1p, then, using the above theorem, we need to ﬁnd the determinant of the
matrixM =
[ −α wk − α
wk − α −α
]
. We note that
α = (wkset + qsetn−2sD)(sD)−1(sDsen−2 + wkv)
= wk · set · sen−2 + w2k · set(sD)−1v + q · setn−2(sD)sen−2 + q · setn−2wkv
= wk + w2k
(set − 2q · szt) · v
2 · Wk−1 + q · 0 + qwk = wk(1 + q) +
w2k(1 + 2q)
2Wk−1
.
Thus det(M) = α2 − (wk − α)2 = w2k(1 + 2q)wk+Wk−1Wk−1 . Applying Theorem 6 to the matrix in Eq.
(30), we get
det(D) = det(sD) × det(M) =
⎛
⎝(2q + 1)k−2(2Wk−1) ∏
e∈sE
w2e
⎞
⎠ ·
(
w2k(1 + 2q)
W
Wk−1
)
which completes the proof. 
Corollary 3. Let T be a 3-hypertree on n = 2k + 1 vertices.When the weights on all the 3-hyperedges are
1, the weighted distance matrix is Dq. Thus det(Dq) = 2k(1 + 2q)k−1,which is a q-analog of Theorem 1.
6. Pfafﬁan results
6.1. Preliminaries on the Pfafﬁan
We recall some preliminaries that we need about the Pfafﬁan of a skew-symmetric matrix. Any
n × n skew-symmetric matrix M = (mi,j) has det(M) = 0 whenever n is odd and when n is even,
det(M) = Pfaff(M)2 where Pfaff(M) is deﬁned up to a ±1 sign.
The Pfafﬁan can alternatively be deﬁned as follows. Let n be even and PM(n) be the set of perfect
matchings of [n]. Given an M ∈ PM(n), we call the matched elements as edges of M and denote the
edge set as E(M). Then it is known (see [6]) that
Pfaff(M) = ∑
M∈PM(n)
(−1)cross(M) ∏
i<j∈E(M)
mi,j , (31)
where cross(M) = #{i < j < k < l : {i, k}, {j, l} ∈ E(M)} is the crossing number ofM. Wewill use the
following result (see Stembridge [8, Lemma 2.1]) about the crossing number of perfect matchings.
Lemma 2. Let M be a perfect matching of [n] in which vertices i, i + 1 are not matched. Let siM be the
perfect matching obtained from M by exchanging the vertices i and i + 1. Then cross(M) and cross(siM)
differ by 1.
6.2. Results
Let T be any 3-hypertree on n = 2k + 1 vertices and let vn be a half-leaf. From Section 1, we recall
PM, the perfect matching obtained after deleting vn. We note that all pairs of half-leaves are edges of
PM (since they are in only one 3-hyperedge, they cannot be parted). Let π be a nice-permutation of
V − {vn}. Let sDπ = (di,j) be the skew-symmetric distancematrixwith rows and columns of V − {vn}
ordered as they occur in π , i.e. if π = (π1,π2, . . . ,π2k), then we can assume that {π2i−1,π2i} is an
edge of the perfect matching for all 1 i k. We recall that signs are assigned as di,j = distT (vi, vj) if
i < j and di,j = −dj,i, i.e. D is the distancematrix above themain diagonal and is skew-symmetric. We
recallMπn = sDπ − rncn is thematrix obtained by deleting the vnth row and the vnth column fromDπ .
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Theorem 7. With the notation as above, det(Mπn ) = 1. Equivalenty, Pfaff(Mπn ) = 1.
Proof. We show the result for the Pfafﬁan. It is simple to check this for the unique 3-hypertree on 3
vertices. Consider any tree T on n 5 vertices, n = 2k + 1. Let π = (π1,π2, . . . ,π2k) and consider
the contribution arising from each perfect matchingM of [2k] when we use Deﬁnition 31.
For some i1, let vertices π2i1−1,π2i1 be a pair of half-leaves of T − {vn} and consider the total
contribution to the Pfafﬁan fromperfectmatchingsMwhere verticesπ2i1−1 andπ2i1 are not an edge of
M, i.e {π2i1−1,m1} and {π2i1 ,m2} are in E(M)wherem1 /= m2. By swapping these twovertices inM, we
get anothermatchingM′ with {π2i1−1,m2}, {π2i1 ,m1} ∈ M′. By Lemma 2, cross(M) = cross(M′) ± 1.
Wenote that verticesπ2i1−1 andπ2i1 have the samedistance to all vertices except themselves (because
they are half-leaves). Thus in Mπn , dπ2i1−1,m1 = dπ2i1 ,m1 and dπ2i1−1,m2 = dπ2i1 ,m2 . Because the signs
change due to a switch, the total contribution from such perfect matchings M where {π2i1−1,π2i1} /∈
E(M) is zero.
Thus we only need to consider those perfect matchingsM, where {π2i1−1,π2i1} ∈ E(M). We induct
on the number of vertices and get the total contribution to Pfaff(Mπn ) as dπ2i1−1,π2i1 multiplied by the
Pfafﬁan of a smaller 3-hypertree T ′ = T − {π2i1−1,π2i1}. By induction, the Pfafﬁan of T ′ − rncn is 1
and since dπ2i1−1,π2i1 = 1, we get the total contribution from such perfect matchings is 1. The proof is
complete. 
As the existence of nice-permutations is independent of the matrix entries, we assume that nice-
permutations π exist for 3-hypertrees. More generally, let Dq be the q-analog of the matrix D. From
the above proof, we can infer the following two corollaries.
Corollary 4. Let Dq be the q-analog of the distance matrix of a 3-hypertree T and let vn be a half-leaf. Let
π be a nice-permutation of V − {vn}. Then, det(Dπq − vn) = 1 and Pfaff(Dπq − vn) = 1.
For a 3-hypertree T where each 3-hyperedge e, is given weight we, deﬁne the q-weighted distance
between vertices as follows. For two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V , let p = 〈e1, e2, . . . , ek〉, where u ∈ e1
and v ∈ ek be the (unique) path between u and v in T . Deﬁne the q-weighted distance dq(u, v) to
be w1 + qw2 + q2w2 + · · · + qk−1wk and the n × n q-weighted distance matrix DWπq = (dq(u, v))
where π is a nice-permutation of the V − {vn}. The proof of Theorem 7 also proves the following.
Corollary 5. Let T = (V , E) be a 3-hypertree with weights we on the 3-hyperedge e ∈ E. Let vn be a
half-leaf vertex and let π be a nice-permutation of V − {vn}. Then, Pfaff(DWπq − vn) =
∏
e∈E we and
equivalently det(DWπq − vn) =
∏
e∈E w2e .
7. Trees with identical graphs as blocks
Consider the distance matrix DT for a 3-hypertree T . If we ask for a graph Gwhose distance matrix
D is identical to DT , then it is simple to see that corresponding to a 3-hypertrees T , the graph obtained
by replacing each 3-hyperedge by K3 (the complete graph on three vertices, or the triangle graph)
and joining these triangles as in T gives a graph G which has the same distance matrix as T . Thus, we
consider the case when G has k copies of a connected graph H as its blocks. We assume that
Condition 1
1. DH is invertible and
2. the row-sumofDH is the same forall rows (thishappens forexamplewhenH is vertex transitive).
Since the row-sum ofDH is independent of the rows, we denote it as rsumH . From the result of Graham,
Hoffman and Hosoya it is clear that det(D) /= 0 iff det(DH) /= 0. We are interested in D−1 in this
section. We recall Lemma 3, where for a tree T , D
−1
T is a scalar times a rank-one matrix plus a scalar
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Fig. 3. A graph made from two copies of H = C5.
times the Laplacian matrix of T . It is well known that the Laplacian matrix of any graph G has zero
row-sum for all rows. Below, we give a similar expression for D−1 when G is made of k copies of H.
Suppose G has k copies of H connected in a treelike manner. Let T be this tree on the blocks of H.
Let d be the vector of degrees of the vertices of G with respect to the underlying tree T . Thus, dv is
equal to the number of blocks which contain the vertex v. For the graph in Fig. 3, the degree vector is
dt = [1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1].
Let D be the distance matrix of G. Let e be the all ones column vector in |G| dimensions and let
z = d − e. Let u = [e − (|H| − 1)z] and let U = u · ut . For a vertex x ∈ G, we write zx and ux for the
xth components of the vectors z and u, respectively. Given tree T , it clearly has at least two “leaf blocks”
which are terminal copies of H. Clearly, any such leaf block Hi has exactly one connecting-vertex cv
and we call the graph Hi − {cv} as a leaf-block.
Theorem 8. With the notation as above,
k · rsumH · e = D[e − (|H| − 1)z], (32)
(k · rsumH · |H|)D−1 = U + R, (33)
where R is a symmetric matrix with zero row-sum.
Proof. We ﬁrst show the proof of Eq. (32) by induction on k, the number of copies of H. When k = 1,
the statement is trivially true. Let the statement be true when the graph has at most k − 1 copies of
H and let G be a graph with k copies. As before, we denote the distance matrix of the smaller graph
sG obtained after deleting a leaf-block of H as sD. We assume that sD satisﬁes Eq. (32) with vectors se
and sz. Let cv be the connecting vertex for the deleted leaf block and let secv be the column vector with
a 1 in position cv and zero elsewhere. Let ee be the |H| − 1 dimensional column vector of all ones.
D(e − (|H| − 1)z) =
[
sD N
Nt M
]
×
[
se − (|H| − 1)(sz + secv)
ee
]
where N is a |sG| × (|H| − 1) dimension
matrix with the vth column being sD · secv + d(v, cv).se and M is the matrix DH restricted to the
vertices in H − {cv}. The ﬁrst block of the product is (k − 1) · rsumH · se − (|H| − 1)sDsecv + N ·
ee. Since N · ee = rsumH · se + (|H| − 1)sDsecv , the ﬁrst block has value (k − 1)rsumH · se + rsumH ·
se = krsumH · se. The second block of the product is Nt · (se − (|H| − 1)sz) − (|H| − 1)Nt · secv +
M · ee. Clearly, M · ee = (rsumH − dv,cv) · ee, Nt(se − (|H| − 1)sz) = (k − 1)rsumH · ee + |H|dv,cv ·
ee and −(|H| − 1)Ntsecv = −(|H| − 1)dv,cv · ee. Their sum is thus k · rsumH · ee. This completes the
proof.
We now prove Eq. (33). For x, y ∈ G, let cofx,y be the cofactor of D at the (x, y)th position. We show
that for all vertices x ∈ G, the row-sum corresponding to vertex x (denoted rsum(x)) in the matrices
(rsumH · |H| · k)D−1 andU are identical. For a vertex x ∈ G in thematrixU, the corresponding row-sum
is
rsum(x) = ux
⎡
⎣∑
y∈G
uy
⎤
⎦ = (ex − (|H| − 1)zx)
⎡
⎣∑
y∈G
(ey − (|H| − 1)zy)
⎤
⎦
= |G| − (|H| − 1)|G|zx − (|H| − 1)
⎛
⎝∑
y
zy
⎞
⎠+ (|H| − 1)2(k − 1)zx
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= |G| − (k − 1)(|H| − 1) − (|H| − 1)zx[G − (|H| − 1)(k − 1)]
= |H|(1 − (|H| − 1)zx),
while in the matrix (rsumH · |H| · k)D−1,
rsum(x) = (k · rsumH · |H|) ×
∑
y∈G
cofx,y
det(H)
,
where we have used the following simple identities.
∑
x∈G zx = k − 1 (if G has k blocks) and |G| =
k · |H| − (k − 1). The second identity implies |G| − (k − 1)(|H| − 1) = |H|.
Thus, to show that the row-sums for each vertex x are identical, we need to show that k · rsumH ·
|H|∑y∈G cofx,ydet(H) = |H|(1 − (|H| − 1)zx) which is the xth row of Eq. (32). Finally, as both D−1 and U
are symmetric matrices, R is also symmetric, completing the proof. 
8. Sum of matrix entries
For an n × n matrix M = (mi,j), let M∑ = ∑i,j mi,j be the sum of the entries of M. We recall the
following lemma from Graham and Lovasz [4].
Lemma 3. Let T be a (usual) tree on n vertices with distance matrix D. Let L be its Laplacian matrix. Let e
be the n × 1 all-ones column vector and let d be the column vector of degrees and let δ = 2e − d. Then,
D−1 = 1
2(n−1) δδ
t − 1
2
L.
The above lemma implies the following corollary (implicit in [4,1]).
Corollary 6. Let D be the distancematrix of a tree T on n vertices. Then,D−1∑ = 2
n−1 . Similarly, (D
−1
q )
∑ =
n−q(n−2)
n−1 . Thus, both D
−1∑ and (D−1q )∑ are independent of the tree T and only depend on n.
Proof. We note that L∑ = 0 and (δδt)∑ = (∑v∈V (2 − dv))2 which is 4. Thus D−1∑ = 2n−1 . Similarly,
the result for (D−1q )∑ follows by observing that U∑ = (n−q(n−2))
2
(n−1)(1+q) and L
∑ = −(q − 1)(n − q(n −
2)). 
A statement similar to Corollary 6 can be made for 3-hypertrees as well. We note that by setting
q = 1 in Theorem 3, we get the following.
Corollary 7. Let T be a 3-hypertree and let D be its distance matrix. Then D−1∑ = 3
n−1 and (D
−1
q )
∑ =
n−q(n−3)
n−1 . Hence, both D
−1∑ and (D−1q )∑ are independent of T’s structure and only depend on n.
When G is made of k copies of H satisfying conditions 1, then too, a similar statement can bemade.
With the notation of Section 7, we have the following.
Corollary 8. Let D be the distance matrix of a graph G made from k copies of H satisfying Conditions 1.
Then D
−1∑ = |H|
k·rsumH and is independent of the tree structure on G’s blocks.
Proof. By Theorem 8, it sufﬁces to determine
U∑
k·rsumH ·|H| . We ﬁnish the proof by observing that U
∑ =
(
∑
v∈G(e − (|H| − 1)z))2 = |H|2. One result from both Corollaries 6 and 7 is generalized here. 
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Similarly, for the exponential distance matrix of a 3-hypertree, we note the following corollary of
Theorem 4.
Corollary 9. Let T be a 3-hypertree on n = 2k + 1 vertices and ED be its exponential distance matrix.
Then, ED−1∑ = n + 6q
2q+1 . Thus ED
−1∑ depends only on n and not on the tree structure of T .
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